No debate on pass-fail

"EPC" rejects language review

By CHUCK BICKHAM

The Educational Policies Com-
mittee yesterday rejected a pro-
posed change in EPC's language re-
quirements after a meeting that lasted for one and a half hours.

The committee rejected a proposal by a student representative to make the language requirements more lenient. Normally the primary problem before the EPC is the two-year moratorium, and committee members indicated an interest in reviewing the standards at a later date.

However, John Ranbury, chairman of the committee, said that the committee might try to make the requirements more lenient in the spring. The committee also considered the question of whether the committee would be included in the registration process. As a general rule, pass/fail students would not be included in the registration process until the semester is over, as pass/fail students were not included in the semester's registration.

Linda Davis Terry, a member of the committee, said that she felt the language requirement was too rigid and that it should be relaxed. She said that the language requirement should be removed for students who were not enrolled in the course and that the requirement should be simplified.

Agnew impeachment foreseen if draft allegations warrant it

WASHINGTON (AP) — A federal grand jury investigating allegations of political graft in Maryland may send its findings on to the House of Representatives, it was learned Monday.

The grand jury is considering allegations that President Spiro Agnew accepted bribes in exchange for contracts, according to a source familiar with the investigation. The grand jury is expected to return its findings to the House of Representatives, which has the authority to decide whether to impeach Agnew.

Chrysler asks for tentative agreement

WASHINGTON (AP) — Top Chrysler executives yesterday asked the United Auto Workers for a tentative agreement on a new labor contract.

The company has been trying to reach a tentative agreement with the UAW for two months, and the union has rejected several proposals made by Chrysler.

A tentative agreement was reached last week with the United Auto Workers, and a final agreement is expected to be reached by the end of the week.

Indochina

PHNOM PENH; (AP) — The United States Senate Foreign Relations Committee yesterday approved a resolution that would authorize the use of American troops in Laos.

The resolution was approved by a vote of 74 to 26, with 26 senators abstaining. The resolution would allow President Lyndon B. Johnson to use American troops in Laos if he determines that the use of American troops is in the national interest.

The resolution was introduced by Senator Fulbright and was supported by Senator Kennedy, who said that the United States should not be excluded from the negotiations.

Deliberate obstruction

Another student added, "It's misleading." Jim Burke, another student, said that he was on the phone with the police and that they were going to come and investigate.

Another 50 at UI freshmen and sophomore students are expected to be on temporary housing by the end of the academic year.

leading the agenda of issues to be discussed will be the possibility of a permanent housing facility.

Leading the agenda of issues to be discussed will be the possibility of a permanent housing facility. The procedure would permit the Justice Department to avoid filing a bill of particulars if the evidence warranted it.

The procedure would permit the Justice Department to avoid filing a bill of particulars if the evidence warranted it. It would also allow the Justice Department to file a bill of particulars if the evidence warranted it.
IBM found guilty of monopoly

IBM has been found guilty of monopoly in a case that has pitted the giant computer manufacturer against the U.S. government. The company was charged with the unlawful restraint of trade, which is a violation of the Sherman Antitrust Act.

TULPA, Okla. (AP) - An international Business Machines Corp. sales representative was charged with the unlawful restraint of trade, which is a violation of the Sherman Antitrust Act. The company was found guilty of monopoly in a case that has pitted the giant computer manufacturer against the U.S. government. The company was charged with the unlawful restraint of trade, which is a violation of the Sherman Antitrust Act.

The case was brought by the U.S. Department of Justice, which charged IBM with the unlawful restraint of trade. The company was found guilty of monopoly in a case that has pitted the giant computer manufacturer against the U.S. government. The company was charged with the unlawful restraint of trade, which is a violation of the Sherman Antitrust Act.
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The case was brought by the U.S. Department of Justice, which charged IBM with the unlawful restraint of trade. The company was found guilty of monopoly in a case that has pitted the giant computer manufacturer against the U.S. government. The company was charged with the unlawful restraint of trade, which is a violation of the Sherman Antitrust Act.

The case was brought by the U.S. Department of Justice, which charged IBM with the unlawful restraint of trade. The company was found guilty of monopoly in a case that has pitted the giant computer manufacturer against the U.S. government. The company was charged with the unlawful restraint of trade, which is a violation of the Sherman Antitrust Act.

The case was brought by the U.S. Department of Justice, which charged IBM with the unlawful restraint of trade. The company was found guilty of monopoly in a case that has pitted the giant computer manufacturer against the U.S. government. The company was charged with the unlawful restraint of trade, which is a violation of the Sherman Antitrust Act.
Editor's note: This is the first of two articles which will examine recycling activities at the University of Iowa and its surrounding area. In the second article, which will appear in next week's issue, we will discuss the new recycling program that is being implemented at the University of Iowa.

By KRIS JENSEN

A permanent program for recycling waste paper has been established by the University Recycling Program. Recycling is not a new concept, as use of waste paper has been practiced for many years. However, recycling is becoming more popular in recent years, and the University of Iowa is one of the leaders in this area.

Since its inception in 1971, the University of Iowa has recycled more than 500,000 pounds of paper a month. Since the beginning of the University Recycling Program, the University of Iowa has reduced its consumption of paper by 25 percent. This reduction has helped to save the University of Iowa money and has also helped to reduce its environmental impact.

According to Bill Swisher, director of the University Recycling Program, the program has been successful in reducing the amount of waste paper generated on campus. Swisher explained that the group is responsible for tracking the amount of waste paper generated and for planning and implementing recycling programs.

The University Recycling Program operates on a budget of $1,000,000 per year. The program has a staff of 10 people, including a director, two managers, and seven assistants. The staff is responsible for managing the program, as well as for providing information to the students and faculty.

The University Recycling Program has set a goal of recycling 100 percent of the waste paper generated on campus. To achieve this goal, the program has developed a system for tracking the amount of waste paper generated and for identifying ways to reduce waste paper.
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Watergate benefits becoming obvious

It is hard to imagine that anything beneficial may come from Watergate, but already we have seen a few examples of happier happenings. There have been many instances during this year that exemplify the following names: Tony Ulasewicz of Chicago, or Jesse Jackson of Chicago. Malcolm X; Ralph Abernathy, Dr. King's shifting ideas; Cuban community of Miami. They justified their part in b) y Castro. They also felt a loyalty to E. Howard Hunt who indeed is all this money that Tony Ulasewicz is supposed to have received from Watergate, but already we have seen a few examples of the burglary on the foundation that there was reason to lose by Castro. They also felt a loyalty to E. Howard Hunt who indeed is all this money that Tony Ulasewicz is supposed to have received from Watergate.

It is interesting to see how far all this money that Tony Ulasewicz is supposed to have received from Watergate has been talked about in relationship to the Watergate affair. It was not until after the Watergate affair had been talked about in relationship to the Watergate affair that there was reason to lose by Castro. They also felt a loyalty to E. Howard Hunt who indeed is all this money that Tony Ulasewicz is supposed to have received from Watergate. They did receive some small amount of money, but compared to the amounts that have been talked about in relationship to the Watergate affair it was

As to be expected, the Cubans in Miami are resentful and suspicious. They wander where all the money went. Where indeed is all this money that Tony Ulasewicz is supposed to have received from Watergate. They did receive some small amount of money, but compared to the amounts that have been talked about in relationship to the Watergate affair it was

In the overview and long run of the situation a philosophy, and relevant coverage of the news.

It is interesting to see how far all this money that Tony Ulasewicz is supposed to have received from Watergate has been talked about in relationship to the Watergate affair. It was not until after the Watergate affair had been talked about in relationship to the Watergate affair that there was reason to lose by Castro. They also felt a loyalty to E. Howard Hunt who indeed is all this money that Tony Ulasewicz is supposed to have received from Watergate. They did receive some small amount of money, but compared to the amounts that have been talked about in relationship to the Watergate affair it was

We have efforts to bring about new tougher campaign

Changes in Black Movement

Throughout the last 10 years the philosophies and attitudes behind the black movement have changed. The movement has moved from a position of extreme to a position of moderate. There have been many instances during this year that exemplify the following: Tony Ulasewicz of Chicago, or Jesse Jackson of Chicago. Malcolm X; Ralph Abernathy, Dr. King's shifting ideas; Cuban community of Miami. They justified their part in b) y Castro. They also felt a loyalty to E. Howard Hunt who indeed is all this money that Tony Ulasewicz is supposed to have received from Watergate. They did receive some small amount of money, but compared to the amounts that have been talked about in relationship to the Watergate affair it was
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We have efforts to bring about new tougher campaign
By MALCOLM BROWN

Women's Fitness

NEW YORK—The CBS television network is broad-
casting a good, old-fashioned comedy show tonight. It's the
second half of the second annual "Night People" show.

Like the first, the program is a situation comedy
starring the Canadian country music singer, Willy
Sweatshirt. Castings are good, and the script is
sensitive, with Bloomfield playing a gentle, uncom-
plicated character.

You should watch this program particularly if you
have a-your-children in mind who have more than a
little trouble with booze and need someone in the family or a
friend who has more than a
terrible problem with alcohol.

Felix is a man with a problem. He's on the way to
a cocktail party. It's funny and has
several other technical flaws on

The Hancher Concert Area of University Programming Service presents JIM

The Hancher Auditorium

Iowa City, Iowa

University of Iowa

Students $3.50

Non-Students $4.00

ALL SEATS RESERVED

Tickets on sale at the Hancher Box Office
Forell: 20th century—an age of belief

By Frederick P. Castelein

Speaking of the Religious Experience in Our 20th Century Culture Dr. George Forell, professor of religion at Stephens College, said the most urgent need is for spiritual sanctuaries.

"The age of the 19th century was

But today, he said, we are in an age of amidst the earth and the sun, the sea and the sky. We are in an age of spiritual awareness and spiritual growth."

Forell also noted a revival of Buddhism in Buddhist countries and the interest in Zen in America. The great vitality in Zen today is due to the widespread interest in Zen in America. The great vitality in Zen today is due to the widespread interest in Zen philosophy and practice. The great vitality in Zen today is due to the widespread interest in Zen philosophy and practice.

"Zen is a non-doctrinal religion. It is a religion of experience. It is a religion of the heart. Zen teaches that the mind should be free."

Forell spoke on Sunday night at the home of Dr. and Mrs. Robert McGraw, who is a member of the American Zen Society.

The seminar was sponsored by the American Zen Society.

Dr. George Forell, professor of religion at Stephens College, said the most urgent need is for spiritual sanctuaries.

"The age of the 19th century was

But today, he said, we are in an age of amidst the earth and the sun, the sea and the sky. We are in an age of spiritual awareness and spiritual growth."
Hawkeye ruggers split with UNI

By GEORGE HUGHES
Jeffie Writers

Hawkeye's Rugby met a determined Notre Dame squad yesterday afternoon at the University tennis courts and in the Frenchsteam's 37-16 victory over Iowa.

The match was played on a grass field which was wet and muddy. The Hawkeyes were down 16-0 at half-time, but came back in the second half to win.

The Hawkeyes were led by fullback Brian Schneider, who scored two tries for the team. Other notable players included wingman Barry O'Brien, who scored a try and added two conversions, and center John Samore, who scored a try as well.

The game was played in front of a good crowd, and both teams showed good sportsmanship throughout.

Harriers roll over Huskies

By GEORGE HUGHES

Senior Darrel Benson

The Harriers dominated the Huskies in a high-scoring game yesterday afternoon at the University football field. The Harriers won 36-7, their first victory of the season.

The Harriers started strongly, taking the lead early in the first quarter and never looking back. The Huskies put up a good fight, but were no match for the Harriers' strength.

The Harriers' quarterback, John Smith, had a great game, throwing for over 300 yards and five touchdowns. Wide receiver Sam Brown also had a standout game, catching seven passes for 170 yards and two touchdowns.

The Huskies' defense was unable to contain the Harriers' offense, allowing them to score points on every possession. The Huskies' quarterback, John Johnson, had a rough game, throwing two interceptions and being sacked three times.

The game was played in front of a good crowd, with fans on both sides cheering on their teams. Both teams showed great sportsmanship throughout the game.